
Pinnacle 3961 

Chapter 3961 Knowing When To Pick A Fight 

Levi forged many ultimate weapons in the core area of Dragon’s Grave Valley within a month, but the 

most outstanding ones were ten premium ultimate weapons. 

The best ultimate weapons required optimal conditions. In retrospect, the other forty ultimate weapons 

paled in comparison. 

Of course, no matter how meticulous the blacksmith was, they couldn’t guarantee every ultimate 

weapon that was forged would meet the standards. 

Forging ultimate weapons under such circumstances would consume various natural forces 

continuously. Therefore, the resources and forces would slowly deplete. 

However, these premium ultimate weapons were no different and belonged to the first tier of ultimate 

weapons. 

Besides, there were a plethora of other ultimate weapons. 

a weapon you like.” 

fight is 

Cheriette, and they shot 

the arsenal of weapons but couldn’t decide as they were all 

want any premium ultimate weapon, but they 

inflict more harm on themselves than the enemies as they would be unable 

“I choose this weapon!” 

“I’ll take this, then!” 

ultimate weapon made out of Subdivine Bones that 

at the sword in her hand with fascination. Although those 

was admiring her sword like a treasure. She wasn’t knowledgeable like Larissa and wouldn’t dare 

the glory and pomp of walking out of Dragon’s Grave Valley with those 

sects would try to 

for each of yourselves. You’ll need it in future battles,” Levi offered generously, wanting to nurture both 

of them and knowing 

were thrilled. Boots of Hermes were a divine tool that could boost their speed, especially when their 

swordsmanship was fluid and 

Chapter 3962 It Is Time To Leave 



“It fits you perfectly!” Levi commented, stroking his chin. Thunder Qilin twirled around and hopped with 

its eyes closed, seemingly pleased with the new suit. 

He howled in enthusiasm and delight as if asking everyone, “Do I look cool? Do I look bad*ss?” The 

corners of mouth twitched as he thought to himself that Qilin had a smug side. 

“It’s time for us to leave,” he said in a low voice. The premium ultimate weapons, ultimate weapons, and 

Boots of Hermes had all been completed. It could be said that he outperformed all expectations. 

Larissa and Cheriette were similarly ecstatic. They could finally show off after being bored out of their 

minds after so long. 

Furthermore, they felt all the pent-up fear and worries they had accumulated over time were abruptly 

unleashed, like the bursting of a dam. 

“Master, I’ve had the pleasure of flying a cloudship before, and while I’m not particularly skilled, I can 

familiarize myself given some time,” Larissa proposed. 

into the cloudship to check it out. He finally understood the 

technology for flight 

on the formation to fly and needed the burning of spiritual energy crystals as 

knew we could learn so much from the cloudship? It even conceals movements and vitals,” Levi 

exclaimed in 

“Yes, Master. An excellent array master is required to carve the cloudship’s formation. The abilities of an 

array 

only listen from the sidelines and be in awe since she couldn’t offer any opinions 

pilot 

now, Master. Should I activate stealth mode?” she 

I need the outsiders’ help, seeing 

behind his words—he wanted their 

she recalled what he said to the bounty 

the bounty hunters are still out there,” 

Larissa and Cheriette stashed fifty premium ultimate weapons in the cloudship’s cargo hold and 

of the items as they 

everything was ready. “Please take a seat, Master. We’re 

Chapter 3963 Keep A Low Profile 

“Remain calm, everyone. If the people of Cordierite Association refuse to abide by the rules, we’ll fight 

them!” announced Sylvan solemnly. 



Although Cordierite Association was overall more powerful than Prime Association, this was still Prime 

Association’s turf. There was no way they would keep succumbing to their opponents. 

Clang! Clang! Clang! The fighters of Prime Association unsheathed their swords as if ready to confront a 

formidable enemy. 

They knew very well that if Cordierite Association had truly discovered premier magical herbs, they 

would assume that the Prime Association was there to compete with them. 

It was almost inevitable that a huge battle would break out between both of them. Cordierite 

Association was renowned for its superior fighting skills. If they fought, it was unpredictable what the 

outcome would be. 

A deafening silence enveloped the space, with not a single person daring to breathe loudly. 

on the ground gradually, causing everyone to take a few steps back instinctively. Even Sylvan held his 

breath, his hand trembling slightly as he 

slowly. “It’s actually Mr. Garrison!” exclaimed 

a closer glimpse, they saw Levi walking out, with Larissa and Cheriette following 

Garrison!” “Even such a powerful Heavenly Thunder cannot 

to risk our lives any more!” Everyone was overwhelmed with excitement, with 

council members of Prime Association gazed at Sylvan 

why Prime Association waited for another month. Time had proved that they 

the one to emerge from Dragon’s Grave Valley 

at what’s in the cloudship! They 

flowers, fire lily, Divine Bones… Oh my goodness! All of them are 

premium ultimate weapons 

series of exclamations resounded 

had not revealed all of the magical herbs. As for the premium ultimate weapons, he only displayed the 

Dragon’s Grave 

Levi and asked anxiously, “Mr. 

them all,” 

not help but inhale 

to pilot the cloudship. 

to the report by the frontline witnesses, it would be almost impossible to detect a Cordierite Association 

even the weakest fighter from Cordierite Association on the cloudship was as skilled as 



to easily destroy a major faction, Levi still managed 

his powers too 

Chapter 3964 Prime Association Made The Right Gamble 

Everyone was stunned once again. They could clearly sense how powerful Thunder Qilin was. In fact, it 

was probably stronger than the leader of a prominent faction. 

However, such a ferocious beast obeyed Levi’s instructions so docilely. Furthermore, Thunder Qilin’s 

eyes obviously revealed a look of fear. It was easy to imagine how harshly Levi had bullied it. 

Even Sylvan was similarly surprised. However, as he recalled how Levi was powerful enough to eliminate 

the strong team from Cordierite Association, his doubts were instantly resolved. 

“Mr. Garrison, are you willing to collaborate with Prime Association?” asked Sylvan earnestly. Smiling, 

Levi threw a question back at him. “How do you plan on collaborating with me?” 

“I’d like to invite you to become the principal blacksmith of Prime Association.” Sylvan revealed his aim 

directly. 

asked, 

disposal any moment. Regardless of what the deal is, you’ll be granted the best. At the same time, we’ll 

go 

He gazed at Levi hopefully, waiting 

a moment of silence, Levi said, “Let me think about it for a while more. However, don’t worry, Mr. 

Webber. Prime Association will be my 

all, Prime Association was a powerful force that he could 

Levi did not want to agree directly as it would constrain 

deal!” replied Sylvan 

wanted, Levi’s promise to approach them 

was, after all, a top blacksmith. The ultimate weapons he forged were all 

would be a huge source of wealth 

others at Prime Association were 

choice, it 

announced that Mr. Garrison had died at Dragon’s Grave Valley! That’s incredibly 

so powerful that even Heavenly 

Chapter 3965 The Transportation Team 

Not refusing Sylvan’s kind gesture, Levi kept Prime Association’s highest-level badge directly. 



“Go back first, Mr. Webber. Otherwise, news about this might spread, causing Cordierite Association to 

seek trouble with you,” prompted Levi in a deep voice. 

A serious expression immediately crossed Sylvan’s face. He understood what Levi meant. Since so many 

fighters from Cordierite Association had been killed, they would not let it go so easily. 

Prime Association would inevitably be dragged into this matter if Cordierite Association discovered its 

relationship with Levi. By then, it would be impossible for them to deny it. 

“Thanks for your reminder, Mr. Garrison. We’ll leave first.” 

After a short pause, Sylvan quickly added, “If you need anything, feel free to contact me with the badge. 

Even if it’s Cordierite Association, Prime Association will still go up against them whenever logical. After 

all, it’s our turf.” 
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words clearly stated his stance. When the time came, they 

Don’t worry. Prime Association will have a 

Levi decided to do the 

left with the elites 

did not dare to probe 

people from Prime Association left, Levi turned his 

Show yourself if you don’t want to die.” Levi’s voice boomed loudly, resonating deafeningly across the 

the many bounty hunters hiding in the 

ones even fainted 

than the bounty hunters who had 

bounty hunters rushed out anxiously. When they spotted 

It’s that crazy man from 

the terrifying Heavenly Thunder unable to make a mark on 

looks quite familiar! It seems to be 

fighters from Cordierite Association the ones who 

weren’t able to escape a 

Chapter 3966 Prove Them Wrong 

After some thought, Levi uttered, “Let’s go to Astre Lune Sect first.” With the sect in his control, Levi 

planned to use it as the foundation to develop his sectarian forces and gain a firm foothold in Kenfort as 

soon as possible. 



The reason he did not turn down Prime Association was so that he could make an ally of them. After all, 

Levi knew he could not always defend the sect and not leave. 

“Sir, you probably don’t know what happened to Astre Lune Sect, do you?” inquired the leader of the 

bounty hunters in a shaking voice. 

“What do you mean?” questioned Cheriette immediately. Since she grew up in Astre Lune Sect, 

Cheriette was more sentimental about it than anyone else. 

“Eclipse found out that the thug, who murdered countless Paladins, had a close relationship with Astre 

Lune Sect, so they sent the new Empyrean…” The leader of the bounty hunters stopped mid-sentence 

because he suddenly realized how much Levi seemed to fit the characteristics of the thug he mentioned. 

He’s strong, accompanied by two Empyreans, and has connections with Astre Lune Sect. 

out,” responded Levi with 

trembling voice, the leader proceeded to divulge everything he 

learned how she got stripped of her chance to be an Empyrean, but she quickly got over it. What’s so 

great about being an Empyrean 

get the chance, I’ll prove to the council members of Eclipse that 

as a sheet when she heard from the leader that Astre Lune Sect 

she imagined how the seniors who raised her would meet 

and maybe we’ll be able to make it in 

nodded in response. “There’s no doubt we must save Astre Lune Sect, but we also have to 

group to get the means to transport the many ultimate weapons and magical herbs out 

valley for almost half 

Chapter 3967 Fighting Until Their Last Breath 

No matter which Astre Lune Sect branch, buildings were reduced to ruins, corpses were found 

everywhere, and blood flowed into rivers. 

As an Empyrean, Gloria led numerous fighters from Eclipse to invade their target and maintained 

battling in the front line to solidify her position. 

Eclipse already had an absolute advantage in terms of power, so the fact that Gloria personally led the 

assault only further increased her army’s morale. 

In just one day, Eclipse managed to take down more than ten branches with overwhelming strength. 

Even though the members of Astre Lune Sect tried their best to defend themselves, they were 

ultimately outmatched by their enemies. The countless deaths in such a short time were enough to 

dishearten the entire sect. 

Astre Lune Sect, while those who tried 
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Astre Lune Sect headquarters, Quirina sat down with a face as 

members, too, were drained of color when the surviving elders of the other branches reported their 

chance against Eclipse’s fighters! It’s 

we’re not the ones who killed those at Eclipse Academy. Like them, 

of Eclipse will listen to you? If we’re ready for a truce, Eclipse might not be. The new 

members of Astre Lune Sect fell into despair, and the hall was dead 

to bet on when one was more than spirited 

already reached the 

Chapter 3968 How Dare You 

Gloria sneered, “They are a bunch of thick-headed bozos. Everyone, join me to tear down Astre Lune 

Sect!” “Affirmative,” all the fighters of Eclipse responded in unison. 

Gloria fought at the head of the troops. Her brave feat had won her the respect of all the council 

members and disciples of Eclipse. 

“Wipe them out!” With Gloria’s order, the army of Eclipse yelled their battle cry and attacked the main 

helm gate of Astre Lune Sect. 

The elites slid through the air and landed directly on top of the city wall before charging their attacks. 

Meanwhile, the disciples fought on the ground. 

two armed forces fought against each other. 

Lune Sect were 

sword in her hand with a formidable 

was besieged by three elders of Eclipse. She herself was in 

changed her target to Quirina. If I 

long sword and charged toward Quirina in a flash, aiming her sword at the latter’s 

defend herself against the siege of the three elite fighters, sensed the imminent danger. She 

pain as the sword stabbed through her shoulder. “You 

was slightly surprised. She thought that since Quirina was held back 

she also launched a counterattack. In desperation, Gloria had no choice but to pull out 

attacks on Quirina. The latter was caught off guard and was hit by three palm strikes again. Immediately, 

she spewed out blood, 



Chapter 3969 A Phenomenal Strike 

The voice boomed through the battlefield like deafening thunder, causing a dizzying effect on anyone on 

the scene. All of the Eclipses’ disciples who were charging forward stopped suddenly and looked in the 

direction of the sound. 

Swoosh! There was a glaring incandescent light that blinded most temporarily. “Retreat! That’s sword 

energy!” the elder of Eclipse warned. 

The blazing sword energy was already close at hand before he even finished his words. Many fighters 

were caught off-guard and failed to dodge the attack. 

Swoosh! Everyone lost their senses temporarily at the overbearing pressure of the terrifying electric arc. 

Crack! Crack! The electric arc flashed, and in an instant, more than a dozen fighters of Eclipse were 

burned into ashes. Immediately afterward, the ashes were blown away by the undertow of the violent 

sword energy and dissipated in the air. 

“Ahhhh!” Agonizing screams echoed throughout the area. Obviously, the ensuing sword energy was far 

more lethal than the arc. 

nearest dozens of elders of Eclipse were instantly annihilated by the sword energy. 

disciples behind were even more helpless to the attack. Before they even had time to 

creating a groove about a hundred meters deep. Soon, water started seeping out of the crack 

bodies were stacked on both sides of this groove. The vanguard of Eclipse died tragically. 

energy swept past the battlefield. Those disciples who were far inferior to the elders were instantly 

everywhere around the gully. Only a few of Eclipse’s forces survived this single 

indeed a 

also sent Gloria flying in the air. She could feel blood roiling in her chest. Even 

“Who’s that?” 

the direction 

and was 

and a sword in his right hand. 

premium 

shocked beyond belief. Her 

just now was so powerful. It must be 

to scrutinize. She dared not to act 

of a powerful fighter. Even the sect 



Chapter 3970 Unworthy To Know My Identity 

“You’re unworthy to know my identity. I suggest that you leave before I change my mind. If not, you 

better not blame me for being ruthless.” 

The cold voice rang out again, making Gloria feel as if she had fallen into an ice ditch. Despite not 

knowing why the other person had spared her life, Gloria knew that the very fact that she had survived 

was a miracle. 

She did not consider herself the opponent of this person, who was as powerful as a deity. She could not 

help but ask, “Are you really letting me go?” 

There was no reply. Gloria, however, left as planned, wasting no more time. In the blink of an eye, she 

unleashed her technique and vanished. 

After a moment of deathly silence, everyone present went wild. “Has Lord Garrison returned?” 

“It really is Le… Lord Garrison.” “I can’t believe Lord Garrison had managed to become so strong in only 

such a short period!” “We’re saved, aren’t we?” 

A number of the Astre Lune Sect apprentices could not help but embrace one 

abrupt shift from deep despair to ardent hope. Even the core members 

Don’t tell me you 

snapped out of their trance and confirmed that everything happening 

can’t believe it’s you,” Quirina cried out happily as tears streamed down her face. Only God knew how 

much pressure she had to suffer during 

him. On the other hand, the council members who had previously asserted that Levi was the root of all 

problems could not 

whirring sounds were heard as a cloudship slowly landed 

on our side,” Levi declared, 

could not help but feel slightly suspicious as some of 

Larissa jumped out of 

on the cloudship as they rushed to assist the Astre Lune Sect. However, he then felt that 

usual while he took 

made such an arrangement, as the Astre Lune Sect would have 

into the main hall of the headquarters and eventually sat in the middle 

did you spare the new Empyrean of Eclipse? She 

replied, “Someone else will be the one 


